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Structure and contributors of the book

Co-editors: Eric Bidet (Le Mans University) & Jacques Defourny (University of Liège)

3 parts each of them with a specific perspective about SE:
National overviews; Specific fields; Comparative analysis.

16 chapters, 27 contributors:

National overviews: Sothy Khieng & Isaac Lyne (Cambodia), Xiaomin Yu (China), Anirudh Agrawal & Prajakta Khare (India), Aluisius Hery Pratono, Pauline Pramudija & Ari Sutanti (Indonesia), Eric Bidet, Hyungsik Eum & Jieun Ryu (Korea), Yu-Yuan Kuan & Shu-Twu Wang (Taiwan), Prapin Nuchpiam & Chanya Punyakumpol (Thailand)

Specific fields: Matsuyo Makino & Ken’ichi Kitajima (Japan), Aluisius Hery Pratono & Yu-Feng Wong (Indonesia/Taiwan), Akira Kurimoto (Japan), Deok Soon Hwang (Korea), Marie Lisa Dacanay (Philippines), Yuanfeng Zhang (China)

Comparative analysis: Isaac Lyne, Jieun Ryu, Yong Yuan Teh & Tetsuya Morita (Religion), Marie Lisa Dacanay (Agriculture), Jacques Defourny, Marthe Nyssens & Olivier Brolis (Worldwide perspective)
Coverage of the book

- 10 surveyed countries representing altogether **half of the world population** and 3 among the **10 most developed economies** (GDP criteria) + Korea (11th)
- **Diversity**: Culture and language; Demography and population; Economic development
- **A common feature**
- **An insight into the concrete reality and diversity of SE in Asia** that allows to highlight some **special colours** of SE in Asia.
Reality and formal recognition of SE

- **SE is a reality** in each surveyed country but its **degree of institutionalisation** varies among countries

- **Key players** of SE are different according to the countries
Legitimacy of SE

- SE is primarily perceived everywhere as an efficient tool to create jobs and/or to increase income of underprivileged or vulnerable groups.

- SE is an efficient provider of social and care services.
The ICSEM SE Models in Asia

- Entrepreneurial nonprofit (ENP)
- Social business (SB)
- Social cooperative (SC)
- Public sector social enterprise (PSE)
Main Contribution of SE

- Contribution to **social inclusion and poverty alleviation**

- Contribution to **community development and environmental issue**

- Contribution to **women empowerment**